Requests for General Classrooms with Moveable Tables

*39 Requests Fall 2013 for Moveable Tables – 21 with MM*, these were placed in TLC, ALB, MCCL, SHOUP, ED
Depts: ENGL, HIST, RELS, ID, CHE, ART, ME, MSE, GEOL, AERO, ARCH, BIOP, CSS

*26 Requests Spring 2014 for Moveable Tables – all with MM*, these were placed in TLC and ALB.
Depts: ANTH, BIOP, CE, ENGL, ENGR, INTR, LARC, ME, NS, POLS, REC

*27 Requests for Fall 2013 for Moveable Tables – 19 with MM*, these were placed in TLC, Admin, ED, ALB.
Depts: PHIL, CSS, ART, ME, CHE, ECE, FOR, ENGR, CSS, ISEM, ENGL, CE, ME, AGEC, ME, COMM

*16 Requests Spring 2014 for Moveable Tables – all with MM*, these were placed in TLC and Admin.
Depts: CSS, ENGL, ENGR, FISH, FOR, ISEM, ME, PSYC, REM, WMST

*8 Requests Fall 2013 for Moveable Tables – 7 with MM*, these were placed in TLC, REN.
Depts: ME, ENGR, IS, H&S

*4 Requests Spring 2014 for Moveable Tables – all with MM*, these were placed in TLC.
Depts: ENGR, H&S, ME

*1 Request Fall 2013 for Moveable Tables – with MM*, placed in TLC 22. Dept: WLF

*1 Request Spring 2014 for Moveable Tables – with MM*, placed in TLC 122. Dept: MVSC
Proposed Furniture Upgrades - $80,000 left over from Summer 2013

Purchase new chairs and Moveable Tables with rollers (Flexible classrooms) for TLC rooms:

- TLC 247 – capacity 28 w/tables (4 - Fall 2013 requests placed in this room)
- TLC 223 – capacity 45 w/tables (7 – Fall 2013 requests placed in this room)

* Could accommodate up to 24 of the requests for moveable tables in Standard Lecture Time Table Blocks 8:30 am to 3:30 pm!

Upgrade Admin 326 – *Multi-Media Lite and 38 New Chairs* – currently off-line due to water damage and is being used to store extra classroom furniture.

- Note: EP 202 and/or 204 are good candidates for Multi-Media Lite, capacity 35 w/tables – furniture is in good condition. *Maybe department would chip in on Tech??*

Upgrade BEL 205 - *38 New Chairs*, (a heavily used classroom that currently has old orange tablet arm chairs) – could possibly upgrade these chairs with furniture from the ED building when it goes off-line Summer 2014.

Use current tables and chairs in TLC 247/223 to upgrade:

- MINES 306 – capacity 42 w/tables
- BEL 346 – capacity 27 w/tables

- Note: These classrooms are also good candidates for the Multi-Media Lite option.